Date: June 16th, 2022

CONSTRUCTION ALERT
North Chiller Plant Low Temperature Hot Water Conversion

ITEMS OF INTEREST:
- Friday 6/24/22 - Temporary Sidewalk closures of Lee Street from JPA to West Complex will begin to allow for a crane to enter the 1300 block of Lee Street. Once the crane has arrived at site the sidewalk adjacent to the construction site will be closed as lifting will be progress to install a platform and ladder on the new hot water storage tank.
- All vehicle lanes will remain open during this timeframe.

ISSUED BY:
John Marshall, Project Manager – UVA FM CC&R jsm7uz@virginia.edu, 434.270.1205
Hunter Durrer, Project Coordinator - UVA FM CC&R, hcd2y@virginia.edu, 434.529.7186

PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREAS AFFECTED
Please refer below for details, location, and pedestrian rerouting.